Molecular mechanisms of regulation of neuronal muscarinic receptor sensitivity.
Like other neurotransmitter receptors, muscarinic acetylcholine receptors are subject to regulation by the state of receptor activation. Prolonged increases in the concentration of muscarinic agonists result in a decrease in receptor density and loss of receptor sensitivity, both in vivo and in vitro. On the other hand, when the receptor is deprived of acetylcholine for a long duration in vivo, the receptor becomes more sensitive in responding to muscarinic agonists. However, it has been more difficult to demonstrate increases in receptor concentration that accompany this supersensitive state. The purpose of this review is to provide current information related to the characteristics of muscarinic receptor regulation and the molecular mechanisms underlying this phenomenon, regarding both the density of receptors and their transduction mechanisms. Furthermore, possible feedback regulatory roles of different second messenger signals are discussed. Particular emphasis is dedicated to molecular mechanisms of regulation of neuronal muscarinic receptors.